Extraordinary
Terrain Models For Museums
SOLID TERRAIN MODELING, INC.

Show your visitors
something they’ve never seen before . . .
Solid Terrain Modeling’s exclusive printing technology
prints brilliant, full-color, hi-resolution satellite or aerial
photography, adding realism to museum models
previously unattainable. The results are as
beautiful to look at as they are informative.
Viewing a SOLID TERRAIN MODEL™ gives
the impression of flying over the landscape
and an unparalleled understanding of the
area of interest.

Fiber optics plot 54 major
dams along the Columbia River
Watershed at the USACE Chief
Joseph Dam Visitors Center in
Bridgeport, Washington.

"When we remodeled last year, we had
a chance to create a museum display to
the outside. We decided to feature
STM models and artifacts from around
the world to invite visitors to take a
closer look. The models are
spectacular -- you can see them in the
windows from two blocks away. People
are drawn to them and come up off the
street to find out more about them."
Susan Norton, Director of Explorers Hall
National Geographic Society

A group of school children interact with
a Solid Terrain Model at the Hudson
River Museum “Riverama”

Solid Terrain Model with Golden
Gate bridge for the San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission

Model showing bathymetry of
the Channel Islands National
Marine Sanctuary.

Engage!
STM models have been animated with lasers,
projection displays and fiber optics. We also offer
the addition of finely crafted architectural features.
And STM models are durable and touchable
allowing your guests a hands-on experience.
The models can be made any size, small enough to
fit on a table top display or tiled to create
expansive scenes that are absolutely breathtaking.
Solid Terrain Modeling Inc has proved to be a
reliable partner, delivering spectacular looking
models on schedule.
Our clients include:
National Geographic Society
Smithsonian Institution
Library of Congress
Scripps Institute
Hudson River Museum

The devastation of the 1980
eruption of Mt St Helens shows
clearly on this model at the
National Geographic Society
Explorers Hall.
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